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ABSTRACT 46 

Cortical spreading depression (CSD) in the CNS is suggested as a common mechanism 47 

contributing to headache. Despite strong evidence for CNS involvement in headache disorders, 48 

drug development for headache disorders remains focused on peripheral targets. Difficulty in 49 

delivering drugs across the blood-brain barrier (BBB) may partially account for this disparity. It is 50 

known, however, that BBB permeability is increased during several CNS pathologies. In this 51 

study, we investigated BBB changes in response to KCl-induced CSD events and subsequent 52 

allodynia in rats. Cortical KCl injection in awake, freely moving rats produced facial allodynia 53 

with peak intensity between 1.5 and 3 hours and CSD induction within 0.5 to 2 hours post-54 

injection. Brain perfusion of 14C-sucrose as a marker of BBB paracellular permeability revealed 55 

increased leak in the cortex, but not brainstem, beginning 0.5 hours post-KCl injection and 56 

resolving within 6 hours; no changes in tight junction (TJ) proteins occludin or claudin-5 57 

expression were observed. Acute pre-treatment with topiramate to inhibit CSD did not prevent 58 

the increased BBB paracellular permeability. CNS delivery of the abortive anti-migraine agent 59 

sumatriptan was increased in the cortex 1.5 hours post-KCl injection. Surprisingly, sumatriptan 60 

uptake was also increased in the brainstem following CSD induction, suggesting regulation of 61 

active transport mechanisms at the BBB. Together these results demonstrate the ability of CSD 62 

events to produce transient, time-dependent changes in BBB permeability when allodynia is 63 

present and to mediate access of clinically relevant therapeutics (i.e., sumatriptan) to the CNS.  64 

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 65 

The need to overcome the BBB is one of the major hurdles in designing CNS active drugs. CNS 66 

mechanisms have been shown to play a vital role in primary and secondary headache 67 

disorders.  In this study we show that BBB permeability is transiently increased in a rat model of 68 

CSD induced episodic headache. We also observed a significant increase in sumatriptan uptake 69 

into the brain. Clinically, sumatriptan has been shown to be most efficacious when given close 70 
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to the onset of headache pain, corresponding to times where we observed increased CNS 71 

uptake in our rat model. These data suggest that altered BBB permeability occurs during CSD 72 

and may be taken advantage of during therapeutic intervention. 73 

INTRODUCTION  74 

Headache is a common symptom of several neurological disorders (Pitts et al. 2008, Tabatabai 75 

et al. 2016). Disorders presenting with headache can be classified as either primary or 76 

secondary headache disorders depending on their underlying cause (Headache Classification 77 

Committee of the International Headache 2013). One mechanism implicated in both primary and 78 

secondary disorder production is cortical spreading depression (CSD) (Olesen et al. 1990, 79 

Hadjikhani et al. 2001, Bolay et al. 2002, Dreier et al. 2006, Hartings et al. 2009, Zhang et al. 80 

2010, Lauritzen et al. 2011, Woitzik et al. 2013, Chen et al. 2016). CSD is described as a wave 81 

of self-propagating depolarization followed by hyperpolarization across the cortex (Leo 1944, 82 

Leao 1947, Somjen 2001). Induced CSD events can lead to  potentiation of excitotoxicity, 83 

production of CNS lesions, and changes in cerebral blood flow (Chen et al. 2016). Additionally, 84 

CSD has been suggested to trigger activation and persistent sensitization of meningeal 85 

nociceptors, potentially contributing to the production of pain in headache disorders (Zhang et 86 

al. 2010, Zhao et al. 2016).  CSD has been shown to elicit the release of pronociceptive and 87 

vasoactive substances including calcitonin gene-related protein (CGRP), glutamate, ATP, nitric 88 

oxide, potassium, and hydrogen ions in the cortex (Brennan et al. 2007, Russo 2015). Some of 89 

these substances independently are reported to influence blood-brain barrier (BBB) permeability 90 

(Diler et al. 2007, Asghar 2012, Eftekhari et al. 2015, Wang et al. 2015) 91 

Previous studies have provided evidence that BBB permeability is altered following CSD. In 92 

addition to contributing to deleterious events in the CNS, altered BBB permeability has the 93 

potential to impact drug delivery to the CNS during and following CSD (Gursoy-Ozdemir et al. 94 

2004, Olah et al. 2013, Friedman et al. 2015). The BBB, at the level of the capillary endothelial 95 
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cells, is the main CNS component involved in regulating the passage of substances from the 96 

circulating blood to the brain and vice versa (Abbott et al. 2010). The BBB is comprised of 97 

specialized endothelial cells joined together to form tight junctions with high transendothelial cell 98 

resistance (TEER)  (Abbott et al. 2010). These tight junctions are comprised of tight junction 99 

proteins, such as occludin and the claudins, which are anchored to the actin cytoskeleton by the 100 

zona occludens (ZO) linker proteins. Importantly, these interactions are dynamic, and therefore 101 

change in response to surrounding cues (Abbott et al. 2010). This dynamic nature of the BBB is 102 

regulated in part by the neurovascular unit (NVU). The NVU is comprised of numerous CNS cell 103 

types including endothelial cells, astrocytes, other glial cells, neurons, and pericytes (Hawkins et 104 

al. 2005). Based on the ability of the BBB to react to changes in CNS activity, it is highly likely 105 

that changes in BBB permeability occur in CNS disorders such as headache and pain.  106 

Some pre-clinical work has suggested that BBB permeability is increased in response to CSD or 107 

headache pain (Gursoy-Ozdemir et al. 2004). Separately, it has also been shown that KCl 108 

induced CSD elicits nociceptive behaviors in rats, however, BBB permeability was not 109 

measured (Fioravanti et al. 2011). Additionally, examination of BBB permeability in a dural 110 

inflammation model of headache showed a site-specific increase in BBB permeability in the 111 

trigeminal nucleus caudalis (TNC), a brain region involved in transmission of nociceptive stimuli 112 

from the trigeminal afferents (Fried et al. 2017). A few clinical studies have also attempted to 113 

study BBB changes in response to primary headache disorders such as migraine but have 114 

produced conflicting results. While one study on spontaneous migraine with aura observed an 115 

increase in matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9), indicative of a BBB breach (Leira et al. 2007), 116 

another study in migraine with aura found increased perfusion at the brainstem only and no 117 

permeability changes at the cortex (Hougaard et al. 2017).  No clinical or preclinical study to 118 

date, however, has successfully examined the temporal relationship between headache pain, 119 

CSD, paracellular BBB integrity and/or leak in the context of drug delivery. 120 
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In the current study, we hypothesized that CSD induced by a single KCl injection would increase 121 

paracellular CNS uptake of small molecules at discrete times during headache induction. Using 122 

a combinatorial approach of electrophysiology, behavioral measures, and in situ brain perfusion, 123 

we found that cortical KCl injection induced CSD and temporally increased paracellular BBB 124 

leakiness to radiolabeled sucrose in the cortex, but not in the brainstem. We also observed an 125 

increase in BBB permeability to sumatriptan in both the cortex as well as the brainstem, 126 

indicating the potential for changes in active transport activity. 127 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  128 

Animals  129 

 Female Sprague Dawley rats (200-250g) were purchased from Envigo (Indianapolis, IN) and 130 

housed in a climate-controlled room on a regular 12 hour light/dark cycle with lights on at 7:00 131 

am with food and water available ad libitum in the vivarium 5 floors below the lab. All procedures 132 

were performed during the light phase and according to the policies and recommendations of 133 

the International Association for the Study of Pain, the NIH guidelines for laboratory animals, 134 

and with approval from the IACUC of the [University name].  For Number of Animals Consistent 135 

with NIH policy (NOT-OD-15-102) on relevant biological variables, (e.g. strain, sex and age) 136 

experiments were randomized to blinded treatment (topiramate, sumatriptan, or vehicle), injury 137 

(KCl or aCSF), and control groups, giving 80% power to detect a treatment effect size of 20% 138 

compared to a baseline response of 5% at a significance level of 0.05. Numbers required to 139 

achieve statistical power for each experiment were determined by G.Power3.1.  Female rats 140 

were used as headache disorders affect females to males at a nearly 3:1 ratio(Bolay et al. 2011, 141 

Stucky et al. 2011, Misra et al. 2013, Chai et al. 2014, Faria et al. 2015). 142 

Vaginal Smears 143 
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Estrous cycles of intact female rats were monitored by daily vaginal smears. The vaginal 144 

smears were interpreted as described by Goldman et al. (Goldman et al. 2007). Briefly, vaginal 145 

openings were flushed with 200 μL of sterile saline. Fresh samples were evaluated for cytology 146 

at the same time daily for at least 8 days using a Zeiss Axioskop 40 (10x/0.3 numerical aperture 147 

EC Plan-Neofluar objective, Carl Zeiss Microscopy; Thornwood, NY, USA). Cortical injections 148 

were given during the diestrus phase of the estrous cycle. CSD events, pain behaviors, and 149 

BBB permeability were also assessed during the diestrus phase; except in the case of multiple 150 

day assessments where rats continued to progress through the estrus cycle.  151 

Drugs and Reagents 152 

Ketamine/xylazine was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). 14C- sucrose and 153 

optiphase supermix scintillation cocktail were purchased from Perkin Elmer (Shelton, CT, USA). 154 

3H-sumatriptan was purchased from American Radiolabeled Chemicals Inc (Saint Louis, MO, 155 

USA). Sumatriptan was generously donated by the Porreca Lab (University of Arizona- Source: 156 

Abmole Bioscience, Houston, TX, USA). Topiramate was purchased from Cayman Chemical 157 

(Ann Arbor, MI, USA).  TS-2 tissue solubilizer was purchased from Research Products 158 

International (Mt. Prospect, IL, USA). Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)-free complete 159 

protease inhibitors were purchased from Roche (Indianapolis, IN, USA). The Coomassie Plus 160 

Better Bradford Assay Kit was purchased from Thermo Scientific (Rockford, IL, USA). XT 161 

sample buffer, XT reducing agent, Precision Plus dual color prestained molecular weight 162 

markers, and TGX criterion gels were purchased from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA, USA). Primary 163 

antibodies used for western blotting (WB) include the following: 164 

Antibody Company CAT# Dilution 

Claudin-5 Invitrogen (Thermo 
Fisher) 

4C3C2 1:500 (WB) 

 

Occludin Invitrogen (Thermo OC-3F10 1:1000 (WB) 
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Fisher)  

α-Tubulin Cell Signaling DM1A 1:5000 (WB) 

    

Secondary antibodies for western blotting were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology 165 

(Danvers, MA, USA) and used at a 1:20,000 dilution. All other chemicals were purchased from 166 

Sigma-Aldrich  167 

Dural Cannulation 168 

Anesthesia was induced with intraperitoneal 80mg/kg: 12mg/kg ketamine:xylazine. Rats were 169 

placed in a stereotactic frame (Stoelting Co. Wood Dale, IL, USA), and a 1.5-2cm incision was 170 

made to expose the skull. A 0.66-1mm hole (Pinprick/KCl: -6mm A/P, -3mm M/L from bregma) 171 

was made with a hand drill (DH-0 Pin Vise; Plastics One, Roanoke, VA, USA) to carefully 172 

expose, but not damage, the dura. A guide cannula (0.5mm from top of skull, 22 GA, #C313G; 173 

Plastics One) was inserted into the hole and sealed into place with glue. Two additional 1mm 174 

holes were made caudal to the cannula to receive stainless-steel screws (#MPX-080-3F-1M; 175 

Small Parts, Miami Lakes, FL, USA), and dental acrylic was used to fix the cannula to the 176 

screws. A dummy cannula (#C313DC; Plastics One) was inserted to ensure patency of the 177 

guide cannula. Rats were housed individually and allowed 6-8 days to recover. Cannula 178 

placement and dural integrity was confirmed post-mortem. 179 

Cortical Injections 180 

Cortical injections were performed by employing a Hamilton injector (30 GA, #80308 701 SN, 181 

Hamilton Company, Reno, NV, USA) customized to project 1.0 mm into the brain. The injector 182 

was inserted through the guide cannula to deliver a focal injection of 0.5 μl of 1 M KCl or 183 

artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) into the cerebral cortex. aCSF was comprised of 145 mM 184 
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NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 1mM MgCl2, 1.2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.4 and the solution was 185 

passed through a 0.2 μm syringe filter prior to injection.  186 

Pre-cortical injection treatments 187 

Topiramate (40mg/kg in suspension) or vehicle (saline) was injected Intraperitoneally (IP) 30 188 

minutes prior to cortical injection of either KCl or aCSF. Permeability of the BBB was assessed 189 

1.5 hours post-cortical injection. 190 

Implantation of recording electrodes 191 

Silver chloride (AgCl) electrodes were prepared by flaming 0.25mm Ag wire (A-M Systems, Inc., 192 

Everett, WA) into spherical tips (1mm diameter) and coating the tips with Cl-. Rats were 193 

anaesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (as above) then fixed to a stereotaxic frame (Stoelting). 194 

Three burr holes were drilled through the skull using a manual drill to allow placement of the 195 

AgCl recording electrodes. The frontal and parietal lead electrodes were placed from bregma: 2 196 

mm lateral and 1.5 mm anterior, 2 mm lateral and -2.5 mm posterior to bregma, respectively; 197 

the reference electrode was placed -7.5mm A/P, 2mm M/L. Two screws (#MPX-080-3F-1M, 198 

Small Parts Inc., Miami Lakes, FL) were fastened into the skull without going through it. The four 199 

electrodes were soldered into a multi-pin connector (Continental Connector, Hatfield, PA), and 200 

the apparatus was fixed into place using dental cement. Animals were housed individually and 201 

allowed 2-3 days to recover to ensure electrode integrity for recordings. 202 

Electrophysiological Recordings 203 

Forty-eight hours after dural electrode implantation, rats were placed in a recording chamber (40 204 

cm L x 49 cm W x 37 cm H) and the multi-pin connector attached to an electro-cannular swivel 205 

(#CAY-675-6 commutator, Airflyte, Bayonne, NJ, USA) mounted in the ceiling of the chamber. 206 

The swivel allowed rats to move freely about the chamber during the recording period. Animals 207 

were allowed to habituate to the chamber for two hours to permit electrical recordings to 208 
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stabilize. Only those rats with stable electrical recordings were included in experimental groups. 209 

Signals leading to separate DC and AC amplifiers (Grass Model 15 amplifier system, 15A12 DC 210 

and 15A54 AC amplifiers, Astro-Med Inc.  West Warick, RI, USA) through insulated cables and 211 

were collected with EEG recording analysis software Gamma v.4.9 (Astro-Med, Inc.). The 212 

recording data was reviewed with Gamma Reviewer (Astro-Med, Inc.) and analyzed for SD 213 

events offline. SD was defined by significant reductions in both the power and amplitude of the 214 

EEG tracings and was only considered as an event when 1) the AC current was reduced by 215 

half; 2) the DC current exhibited a downward shift by a minimum of 1mV; and 3) the duration 216 

was a minimum of 30 s. 217 

Behavioral Assessment 218 

Periorbital allodynia was evaluated before and at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 3, 6, 24-72 h after cortical injection. 219 

Rats were grouped based on their post-surgical baseline to ensure equivalent pre-injection 220 

thresholds, any rats exhibiting excessive post-surgical allodynia (threshold <4 g) were removed 221 

from the study. Rats were acclimated to the testing box 90 minutes prior to evaluation of 222 

periorbital mechanical allodynia with calibrated von Frey filaments (Stoelting). Calibrated von 223 

Frey filaments were applied perpendicularly to the midline of the forehead at the level of the 224 

eyes until the filament was slightly bent while held for 5 seconds. A positive response was 225 

indicated by a sharp withdrawal of the head or vocalizing. The withdrawal threshold was 226 

determined using a modified version of the Dixon up-down method, where the response pattern 227 

was used to obtain the threshold as reported by Chaplan et al. (Chaplan et al. 1994). Rearing 228 

events were assessed for 5 minute intervals before and at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 3, 6, 24-72 h after cortical 229 

injection. Vertical rears were counted each time a rat stood on both hind paws without 230 

grooming.  231 

In situ Brain Perfusion 232 
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Briefly, rats were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (as described above) and heparinized 233 

(10,000 U/kg i.p.). Body temperature was maintained at 37°C using a heating pad. The common 234 

carotid arteries were bi-laterally cannulated and connected to a perfusion circuit. The perfusate 235 

was an erythrocyte-free modified mammalian Ringer’s solution (in mM): 117 NaCl, 4.7 KCl, 0.8 236 

MgSO4, 1.2 KH2PO4, 2.5 CaCl2, 10 D-glucose, 3.9% (w/v) dextran (MW. 60,000), and 1.0 g/L 237 

bovine serum albumin (type IV), pH 7.4, warmed to 37°C and oxygenated with 95% O2/5% CO2, 238 

Evan’s blue dye (55 mg/L) was added to the perfusate to serve as a visual marker of BBB 239 

integrity. Perfusion pressure and flow rate were maintained at 95-105 mmHg and 3.1 mL/min, 240 

respectively. Both jugular veins were severed to allow for drainage of the perfusate. Using a 241 

slow-drive syringe pump (0.5 mL/min per hemisphere; Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA), 242 

14C-sucrose(0.5 μCi/ml) or 3H-sumatriptan(0.25 μCi/ml) was added to the inflowing perfusate for 243 

10 minutes followed by a 2-minute washout period in which non-radioactive Ringer’s solution 244 

was perfused to clear vascular radioactivity. Following perfusion, the rat was decapitated and 245 

the brain removed. The meninges and choroid plexus were removed, cerebral hemispheres 246 

were sectioned and the brain was divided and placed into pre-weighed vials. TS2 tissue 247 

solubilizer (1 mL) was added to each tissue sample, and the samples were solubilized for two 248 

days at room temperature. To eliminate chemiluminescence, 100 μL of 30% glacial acetic acid 249 

was added, along with 1.5 mL Optiphase SuperMix liquid scintillation cocktail (PerkinElmer). 250 

Perfusion media was also sampled and placed in triplicate 100μl aliquots in scintillation vials 251 

and processed in the same manner as the tissue samples. All samples were then measured for 252 

disintegrations per minute (dpm) (1450 LSC and Luminescence Counter; Perkin Elmer). The 253 

ratio of the concentration of 14C-sucrose or 3H-sumatriptan in tissue (Cbrain; in dpm/g) was 254 

compared with perfusate (Cperfusate; in dpm/mL) and expressed as a percent ratio (RBR) 255 

Rbrain=(Cbrain/Cperfusate) × 100%. 256 

Cortical Tissue Collection 257 
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Rats were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine mix as described above, decapitated, and the 258 

cortices placed in ice-cold collection buffer (136.9mM NaCl; 2.7mM KCl; 1mM CaCl2; 1.5mM 259 

KH2PO4, 8.1mM Na2HPO4; 0.5mM MgCl2; 5mM glucose; 1mM sodium pyruvate, pH7.4) 260 

supplemented with Roche EDTA-free Complete Protease Inhibitor cocktail, Sigma protease 261 

inhibitor cocktail and 2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride. All subsequent steps were performed 262 

on ice or at 4°C. Choroid plexus and meninges were removed, three rat brains/treatment were 263 

pooled and homogenized in 20 mL collection buffer using a Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer 264 

followed by eight strokes in a glass dounce homogenizer by hand. Samples were stored at 265 

−80°C until use. 266 

Western Blot 267 

Tissue samples were prepared with inhibitors as described above. Samples were incubated for 268 

10 min at 70°C and centrifuged for 5 min at 13,000 × g at 21°C to separate any solid particles 269 

prior to gel electrophoresis.  10 μg of total proteins from the tissue supernatant were loaded on 270 

TGX precast gels and separated by SDS-PAGE and then transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride 271 

membranes (Imobilon, Millipore, Waltham, MA, USA) and blocked at room temperature for 1 272 

hour. Primary antibodies and dilutions are given above. All antibodies were diluted in 5% BSA in 273 

tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 (TBST).  Immunoblots were revealed by enhanced 274 

chemiluminescence (WBKLS0500, Millipore) and imaged on photographic film. To visualize 275 

multiple bands on the same blot, blots were stripped with Restore Western Blot Stripping Buffer 276 

(Pierce, Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA). Films were scanned, digitized, and quantified using Un-277 

Scan-It gel version 6.1 scanning software (Silk Scientific Inc.; Orem, UT, USA). Protein 278 

expression of tight junction proteins were corrected for expression of the loading control α-279 

tubulin to normalize for protein expression. 280 

Statistical Analysis 281 
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GraphPad Prism 7.0 software (GraphPad Software; San Diego, CA, USA) was used for 282 

statistical analysis. Unless otherwise stated, the data were expressed as mean ± standard error 283 

of the mean (SEM). Periorbital allodynia measurements and in situ perfusion timecourse 284 

measurements were assessed using a repeated measure two-way analysis of variance 285 

(ANOVA) to analyze differences between treatment groups over time with a Bonferroni test 286 

applied post-hoc. In rearing experiments, data were expressed as AUC ± SEM for rears 287 

performed for the duration of the timecourse. Differences between groups were assessed using 288 

an unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction. Molecular studies were compared by one-way 289 

ANOVA. Single time-point in situ perfusion results were compared by one-way ANOVA and an 290 

unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction to determine statistical significance. When p-values were 291 

≤ 0.05, they were accepted as statistically significant. 292 

 293 

RESULTS  294 

Cortical injection of KCl, but not aCSF produces nociceptive behaviors  295 

CSD has been implicated in headache production in both primary and secondary headache 296 

disorders. Studies examining the influence of CSD on nociceptive behaviors and BBB changes 297 

have used male rats to assess these parameters (Gursoy-Ozdemir et al. 2004, Fioravanti et al. 298 

2011, Olah et al. 2013). It is known, however, that migraine and many of the underlying 299 

disorders leading to secondary headache production afflict women more than men (Hu et al. 300 

1999, Haast et al. 2012). Based on these factors we chose to conduct our studies in intact 301 

female rats. As a first step to establish this model in female rats, we measured post-surgical 302 

facial allodynia following surgical cannula implantation. Post-surgical facial withdrawal 303 

thresholds were 5.74 ± 0.47 g compared to facial withdrawal thresholds of 8 g (maximum 304 
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measured) pre-surgery. This difference remained unresolved up to 12 days after surgery (not 305 

shown).  306 

To assess the ability of CSD to induce headache-like nociceptive behaviors, rats received a 307 

cortical injection of 1M KCl to disrupt the extracellular ion equilibrium and the development of 308 

CSD was monitored (Fioravanti et al. 2011). All rats injected with cortical KCl experienced up to 309 

2 CSD events within the first 2 hours of recording post-cortical injection. Cortical aCSF injection, 310 

on the other hand, did not produce any observed CSD events (Table 1). Rats receiving a 311 

cortical KCl (N=21) injection exhibited significantly reduced periorbital withdrawal thresholds 312 

within 0.5 hours which peaked between 1 hour and 3 hours. Facial withdrawal thresholds 313 

recovered significantly within 6 hours, but remained significantly lower than pre-injection 314 

baselines for the remainder of the 72-hour time-course (KCl withdrawal thresholds at 0.5 hours 315 

3.043 ± 0.49 P=0.0003a, 1 hour 1.23 ± 0.27 P<0.0001a, 1.5 hours 0.96 ± 0.22 P<0.0001a, 3 316 

hours 1.21 ± 0.41 P<0.0001a, 6 hours 2.70 ± 0.41 P=0.0014a, 24 hours 2.44 ± 0.39 P= 0.0003a , 317 

48 hours 2.55 ± 0.48 P=0.0062a, and 72 hours 2.27 ± 0.21 P=0.004a).  A separate group of 318 

animals receiving a 0.5 μl cortical injection of aCSF (N=16) did not exhibit significantly 319 

decreased facial withdrawal thresholds from baseline at any of the examined time points (Figure 320 

1) suggesting that head nociception was not induced. Non-evoked, or pain suppressed 321 

behavior, was also assessed in response to CSD. Previous studies have shown that rearing 322 

behaviors are suppressed in response to facial allodynia (Sandweiss et al. 2017, Zhang et al. 323 

2017). The ability of cortical KCl to depress rearing behavior was assessed throughout the 72 324 

hour behavioral timecourse. Throughout the behavioral timecourse, total rearing events were 325 

significantly decreased compared to rats injected with aCSF (AUC aCSF 850.5 ± 83.04, N=10, 326 

AUC KCl 302.5 ± 54.45, N=12, P=0.0002b).  These data support the validity of cortical KCl 327 

injection in awake, freely moving female rats as a model of CSD induced episodic headache.  328 
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Blood-brain barrier permeability is increased following cortical KCl injection at time 329 

points corresponding to facial allodynia incidence.  330 

The ability of CSD to induce changes in BBB integrity has been demonstrated in a handful of 331 

studies in anesthetized animals (Gursoy-Ozdemir et al. 2004, Olah et al. 2013). No studies to 332 

date, however, have assessed BBB integrity or permeability in relation to behavioral changes 333 

following cortical KCl injection in awake, freely moving rats. Following determination of facial 334 

withdrawal thresholds, cortical BBB permeability was assessed using the in situ brain perfusion 335 

technique.  14C-sucrose (mw= 342.30 g/mol) was used to evaluate paracellular permeability 336 

(leak) at the BBB due to its relative inability to cross the BBB under non-stressed/normal 337 

conditions and due to the lack of any known active transport to the brain. Compared to naïve 338 

rats (RBR 1.68 ±0.35 N=8)), cortical KCl injection increased BBB permeability of 14C-sucrose in 339 

the cortex within 0.5 hours (RBR 4.24 ± 0.17 N=7, P=0.0217a) (Figure 2A). Permeability 340 

returned to naïve levels within 6 hours post KCl injection (RBR 3.12 ± 0.13, N=10, P= 0.0037a at 341 

1.5 hours and 2.37 ± 0.12, N=8, P=0.0680a at 6 hours) (Figure 2A).  This time-course of 342 

increased cortical BBB permeability corresponds to the duration of periorbital allodynia seen 343 

during behavioral assessment following cortical KCl injection. No change in BBB permeability 344 

was seen with cortical aCSF injection compared to naïve rats (Figure 2A). Due to the 345 

importance of the brainstem in the transmission of nociceptive signals related to headache 346 

production, BBB permeability was also assessed in the brainstem of rats receiving a cortical 347 

injection of KCl. Rats injected with either cortical KCl or aCSF showed no change in BBB 348 

permeability to 14C-sucrose in the brainstem compared with naïve rats (Naïve RBR 1.632 ± 349 

0.356, N=9) (Figure 2B). These data suggest the ability of KCl injected cortically in awake, freely 350 

moving rats to induce significant changes in BBB permeability in the cortex, but not brainstem, 351 

at times corresponding with decreased facial withdrawal thresholds.   352 
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Cortical KCl injection does not alter total expression of tight junction proteins occludin 353 

or claudin-5 354 

Many studies have shown decreases in tight junction (TJ) protein expression in conjunction with 355 

changes in BBB permeability. To determine whether cortical KCl induced BBB leak 356 

corresponded to changes in TJ protein expression, we assessed expression of TJ proteins 357 

occludin and claudin-5 following cortical KCl treatment. In samples from whole cortex, 358 

expression of claudin-5 was statistically unchanged compared to naïve rats following either 359 

cortical KCl or aCSF injection (N=3 pools of 3 ratsc) (Figure 3A). Samples from whole cortex 360 

also revealed no change in occludin expression in response to either cortical KCl or aCSF (N=3 361 

pools of 3 ratsc) (Figure 3B). This data suggests that other changes in BBB structure (i.e. TJ 362 

protein localization) are likely involved in eliciting the permeability changes seen in response to 363 

cortical KCl induced CSD. 364 

Cortical KCl injection increases blood-brain barrier permeability to radiolabeled 365 

sumatriptan  366 

Sumatriptan is a drug used as an abortive agent for the treatment of migraine. Additionally, 367 

sumatriptan has been reported to improve secondary headaches resulting from several 368 

conditions including meningitis and subarachnoid hemorrhage (Ferrari et al. 2002, Ahn et al. 369 

2005, Girdley et al. 2012).  Studies have shown minimal crossing of sumatriptan through the 370 

blood-brain barrier (BBB), suggesting it works primarily in the periphery(Ahn et al. 2005), 371 

however,  some experiments have demonstrated the ability of triptans such as sumatriptan to 372 

act as direct inhibitors of second order neurons in the TNC in the brainstem (Cumberbatch et al. 373 

1997, Goadsby et al. 2001). Permeability to 3H-sumatriptan (mw= 295.402 g/mol) was 374 

determined 1.5 hours post cortical KCl injection. The 1.5-hour time point was chosen for this 375 

and subsequent experiments based on behavioral data showing peak facial allodynia 1.5 hours 376 

post injection as well as significant BBB leak (Table 2). Uptake of 3H-sumatriptan was initially 377 
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assessed in naïve rats and showed minimal uptake in both the cortex and brainstem; consistent 378 

with previous studies (Table 2). Consistent with results seen using 14C-sucrose, uptake of 3H-379 

sumatriptan was significantly increased in the cortex 1.5 hours post KCl injection (Naïve RBR 380 

2.50 ±0.29 N=11, KCl RBR 3.756 ± 0.41 N=8, P=0.0182b,c) (Figure 4A). In contrast to the results 381 

using 14C-sucrose, uptake of 3H-sumatriptan was also robustly increased in the brainstem 1.5 382 

hours post injection (Naïve  RBR 2.12 ± 0.35, N=11, KCl RBR 4.03 ± 0.25, N=8, P=0.0004b,c) 383 

(Figure 4B). As with studies using 14C-sucrose, rats injected with cortical aCSF had no 384 

significant change in BBB permeability compared to naïve rats (Figure 4A, B). These data 385 

suggest the ability of sumatriptan, to reach headache relevant CNS via active transport in 386 

brainstem areas such as the TNC where it may exert additional therapeutic actions.  387 

Acute topiramate does not prevent increased blood-brain barrier permeability in 388 

response to cortical KCl injection 389 

Topiramate is an anti-epileptic drug which has also been employed for the prevention of primary 390 

headache disorders such as migraine (Akerman et al. 2005). Studies have shown that 391 

topiramate can block CSD production in response to cortical KCl application (Akerman et al. 392 

2005, Unekawa et al. 2012). To assess whether a single injection of topiramate, as a CSD 393 

preventative, blocked observed cortical BBB leakiness in response to KCl, topiramate or vehicle 394 

(saline) was given 30 minutes prior to cortical KCl injection. Increased BBB permeability to 14C-395 

sucrose in response to cortical KCl injection was not prevented by pretreatment with topiramate 396 

(Topiramate +KCl RBR 1.091 ±0.4856 N=23, vehicle + KCl RBR 1.314 ± 0.5571 N=22b,c) 397 

(Figure 5A). In rats given cortical aCSF injections, topiramate produced no significant changes 398 

in 14C-sucrose uptake compared to those treated with vehicle, suggesting that topiramate alone 399 

does not produce changes in BBB permeability (Topiramate +aCSF RBR 0.9405 ±0.3069 N=17, 400 

vehicle + aCSF RBR 0.8902 ± 0.3411 N=21b,c) (Figure 5A).  Additionally, in agreement with 401 

permeability data shown in figure 2, no significant changes were seen in 14C-sucrose uptake 402 
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within the brainstem in any treatment group (Figure 5B). Importantly, pre-treatment with a single 403 

dose of topiramate did not significantly prevent KCl induced periorbital allodynia (not shown). In 404 

prior experiments, KCl induced periorbital allodynia and BBB leak occurred on a similar time-405 

course. These data suggest that pre-treatment with a single dose of topiramate is not sufficient 406 

to prevent cortical KCl induced BBB leakiness and that the mechanism of barrier leak may be 407 

multi-faceted; related to both nociceptive transmission as well as other neurovascular 408 

mechanisms. 409 

Data structure Type of test Power 

a. Normal Distribution 
two-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) 
P<0.05 

b. Normal Distribution unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction P<0.05 

c. Normal Distribution 
one-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) 
P<0.05 

 410 

 411 

DISCUSSION  412 

In conditions such as TBI and ischemic stroke, the integrity of the BBB is altered following injury 413 

(Prakash et al. 2015), although this loss of integrity is most often associated with trauma within 414 

the CNS rather than with CSD or headache. Additionally, in studies examining primary 415 

headache disorders, where no obvious CNS trauma exists, CSD and increased BBB 416 

permeability have been shown to occur in some instances (i.e,  migraine with aura) (Leira et al. 417 
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2007, Charles et al. 2013, Fried et al. 2017). The data presented here represent the first study 418 

examining, concurrently, the temporal occurrence of CSD, nociceptive behaviors, and BBB leak 419 

in a CSD induced model of episodic headache.  Our data suggest that KCl induced CSD in 420 

awake, freely moving female rats increases cortical, but not brainstem, BBB paracellular 421 

permeability to 14C-sucrose. This permeability change occurs in parallel to CSD events and 422 

periorbital allodynia. Importantly, this model was designed without induction of other CNS 423 

injuries such as ischemia or trauma to isolate the temporal integrity of the BBB during CSD and 424 

periorbital allodynia.  Furthermore, we found increased uptake of 3H-sumatriptan in both the 425 

cortex and, contrary to 14C-sucrose studies, the brainstem in response to KCl-induced CSD 426 

(findings summarized in figure 6).  This observation suggests the possibility for changes in 427 

active transport in the brainstem of triptans in response to CSD events. Therefore, the efficacy 428 

of these anti-migraine drugs may be partially dependent on increases in active transport 429 

mechanisms to reach central sites of action during CSD events.  Together our results support a 430 

the dynamic nature of the BBB, during CSD events the paracellular integrity of the BBB is 431 

compromised and in turn may contribute to headache pathology and anti-migraine drug access 432 

to the CNS.  433 

Behavioral analysis of CSD induced nociceptive behaviors 434 

Studies examining the influence of CSD on nociceptive behaviors and BBB changes have used 435 

male rats to assess these parameters (Gursoy-Ozdemir et al. 2004, Fioravanti et al. 2011, Olah 436 

et al. 2013, Zhao et al. 2016). It is known, however, that migraine and many of the underlying 437 

disorders leading to secondary headache production afflict women more than men (Hu et al. 438 

1999, Haast et al. 2012). A higher percentage of women migraineurs are also reported to seek 439 

medical care, and utilize triptans, more often than men (Brusa et al. 2015).  Additionally, it has 440 

been suggested that women are more susceptible to secondary headache production in both 441 
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traumatic brain injury and ischemic stroke compared to males (Tentschert et al. 2005, Lucas et 442 

al. 2012).   443 

 Head pain is the most prominent feature of both primary and secondary headaches, however, 444 

use of anesthesia in previous studies has precluded assessment of periorbital allodynia when 445 

studying changes in BBB integrity during CSD. Using surgically implanted guide cannulae, we 446 

circumvented the need for anesthesia when applying KCl to the cortex (Fioravanti et al. 2011). 447 

Following surgery, we observed significant post-surgical facial allodynia in our female rats, 448 

which was not paralleled in studies done in male rats (Fioravanti et al. 2011).  Clinically, females 449 

have been observed to exhibit longer-lasting post-surgical pain with a higher intensity than 450 

males (Storesund et al. , Morin et al. 2000).  Following cortical KCl injection, the production of 451 

CSD events was confirmed with electrophysiological recordings in awake, freely moving rats. 452 

Furthermore, significant periorbital allodynia developed within 0.5 hours post KCl injection and 453 

peaked after 1.5 hours. Although withdrawal thresholds improved close to baseline levels within 454 

6 hours, thresholds remained statistically lower up to 72 hours after KCl injection. Notably, the 455 

time of BBB opening corresponded to the peak duration of periorbital allodynia as assessed 456 

behaviorally.  Non-evoked measures of nociceptive behavior such as rearing have also been 457 

used to assess responses in preclinical models of headache (Sandweiss et al. 2017, Zhang et 458 

al. 2017). Decreases in these non-evoked exploratory behaviors have been suggested to 459 

indicate a decrease in quality of life in these animals. In these studies rats injected with cortical 460 

KCl had decreased rearing activity, indicating general discomfort and stress in these animals. 461 

These data provide further evidence for CSD as a contributing event in the development of 462 

headache pain in primary and secondary headache disorders.  Importantly, no significant 463 

periorbital allodynia was seen in rats given a cortical aCSF injection, indicating that these 464 

changes were due to KCl application and not the injection itself.  Therefore, our current studies 465 

in female rats recapitulated clinical observations in headache populations to validate our model.  466 
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Blood brain barrier changes in response to CSD 467 

One third of migraineurs experience focal neurological symptoms known as aura (Silberstein 468 

2001). CSD originating in the occipital lobe is thought to contribute to the initiation of the aura 469 

phase of migraine with aura (Leo 1944, Leao 1947, Somjen 2001). Aura is highly variable 470 

between patients and may have sensory, motor, verbal, auditory, or olfactory components, 471 

suggesting generalized cortical dysfunction. Onset of aura can occur during the premonitory 472 

phase and persist throughout the headache phase (Goadsby et al. 2017). Interestingly, 473 

numerous clinical studies have shown that sumatriptan, the most common drug used for the 474 

treatment of migraine, is most effective when given in the premonitory/aura phase or soon after 475 

the start of the headache phase (Bigal et al. 2008, Aurora et al. 2009, Bigal et al. 2009, Gilmore 476 

et al. 2011, Thorlund et al. 2014, Martelletti 2015). These observations suggest the possibility 477 

for changes in drug delivery dynamics to occur over the course of migraine progression. Studies 478 

assessing the CSD contribution to altered BBB integrity have shown increased paracellular leak 479 

following CSD induction (Gursoy-Ozdemir et al. 2004, Olah et al. 2013), although previous 480 

changes in BBB integrity in the context of CSD were performed in highly invasive models in 481 

anesthetized rats. In our model, we observed increased paracellular leak with a short onset 482 

latency (0.5 hours) and fast resolution (within 6 hours).  The time points at which we observed 483 

BBB leakiness differ from a previous study (Gursoy-Ozdemir et al. 2004) where increased 484 

permeability  to Evan’s Blue was seen up to 24 hours following CSD induced with cortical 485 

pinprick. Several components in our model may account for these differences.  One possibility is 486 

that we reduced the contribution of surgical trauma to BBB measurements in our model via 487 

dural cannula placement. In the studies done by Gursoy-Ozdemir et al. an exaggerated 488 

response to CSD due to ongoing surgical trauma may have occurred during assessment  489 

(Spong et al. 2014) since cranial windows with dural retraction rather than guide cannula were 490 

employed. Additionally, our use of female rather than male rats may account for our observed 491 
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differences; for instance, it has been shown that female sex hormones are protective against 492 

BBB disruption and repress MMP production (Cipolla et al. 2009, Khaksari et al. 2011, Na et al. 493 

2015, Maggioli et al. 2016). On the other hand, we observed significant post-surgical facial 494 

allodynia and a more exaggerated nociceptive response to KCl in our female rats compared to 495 

those reported in male rats (Fioravanti et al. 2011). Therefore, it is possible that, due to 496 

hormonal effects, our female rats experienced both a more intense nociceptive response, 497 

leading to both a rapid onset and resolution of BBB disruption following KCl induced CSD. 498 

These data suggest the possibility for differing mechanisms of increased BBB permeability in 499 

response to CSD in male vs. female subject. Despite these differences in conditions, our data 500 

support increased paracellular permeability of the BBB following KCl-induced CSD events, 501 

which may influence drug delivery to the CNS.  502 

The brainstem contains several processing centers important for the transmission and 503 

modulation of pain, including headache (Ossipov et al. 2010). For example, the second order 504 

neurons responsible for receiving nociceptive information from peripheral trigeminal nociceptors 505 

are in the TNC in the brainstem (Hoskin et al. 2001, Liu et al. 2009). Therefore changes in 506 

permeability at the brainstem, an important target area for headache therapeutics, may be 507 

particularly relevant for drug delivery during headache. Although studies done in an 508 

inflammation induced model of headache showed changes in BBB permeability in the 509 

brainstem, namely the TNC (Fried et al. 2017),  our studies revealed that cortical KCl injection 510 

did not increase paracellular permeability in the brainstem as measured by 14C-sucrose. This 511 

suggests the possibility of model-specific alterations in BBB permeability. One possible 512 

explanation for this is that KCl-induced CSD does not spread to the brainstem. In fact, it has 513 

been demonstrated that the brainstem is resistant to spreading depression originating from the 514 

cortex (Andrew et al. 2017). 515 
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 Some clinical studies have also examined BBB changes in response to episodic 516 

headache, particularly migraine. These studies, however, have produced conflicting results. 517 

Increased MMP-9 activity was observed in one study during migraine headache attacks, 518 

indicating a breakdown of the BBB (Leira et al. 2007). Conversely, a PET imaging study done 519 

during glyceryl trinitrate (GTN) induced migraine showed no increase in BBB permeability to 11C-520 

dihydroergotamine (Schankin et al. 2016). This study was performed in an artificial induction 521 

model, however, which may not produce all of the complex features of migraine. Additionally, a 522 

recent MRI study demonstrated no change in BBB permeability in spontaneous attacks of 523 

migraine with aura (Hougaard et al. 2017). Importantly, this study represented the first highly 524 

sensitive imaging assessment of spontaneously occurring migraine with aura. Though the data 525 

from this clinical study suggest an opposing conclusion from those presented here, some 526 

differences in experimental parameters may explain these discrepancies. First, the timing of 527 

observation was significantly different from our studies. The average time from onset of aura to 528 

imaging in the MRI study was 7.6 hours (Hougaard et al. 2017). In our study, however, we 529 

observed an immediate increase in BBB permeability which resolved very quickly (within 6 530 

hours). It is therefore possible that this clinical MRI study missed the time period corresponding 531 

to increased barrier permeability. Additionally, this MRI study consisted of 19 patients, which 532 

were genetically diverse and mixed-sex (Hougaard et al. 2017). Since migraine disorders are 533 

complex and, likely, arise from a multitude of different origins, it is possible that increased BBB 534 

permeability is not a feature which occurs in all migraine with aura variants. Still, based on other 535 

clinical studies as well as our own data, it is likely that increased BBB permeability occurs in at 536 

least some variants of migraine as well as in other primary or secondary headache disorders. 537 

Changes in CNS uptake of migraine therapeutics  538 

Migraine-specific medications are used to combat migraine, with emphasis on moderate to 539 

severe migraine (Bigal et al. 2009, Martelletti 2015, Starling et al. 2015). Triptans are first-line 540 
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therapies for episodic migraine associated with high therapeutic gains and favorable side-effect 541 

profiles (Humphrey et al. 1990, Ferrari 1998, Gilmore et al. 2011, Smitherman et al. 2013, 542 

Thorlund et al. 2014). These serotonin (5HT) derivatives constitute 80% of migraine 543 

prescriptions(Smitherman et al. 2013); sumatriptan represents ~ 50% of the market(Smitherman 544 

et al. 2013). Only about 30% of patients have reduced head pain intensity and duration with 545 

triptan compounds (2012, Smitherman et al. 2013, Burgos-Vega et al. 2015). Importantly, 546 

migraineurs report that triptans need to be on-board during prodrome for effect, and that triptans 547 

are less effective when taken at the headache phase(Bigal et al. 2008, Bigal et al. 2009, 548 

Gilmore et al. 2011, Thorlund et al. 2014, Martelletti 2015) suggesting an unknown 549 

pharmacokinetic/dynamic mechanism of action that may relate to BBB/NVU integrity.  Using 3H-550 

sumatriptan, a drug not typically thought to cross the BBB, we again observed increased BBB 551 

leakiness in the cortex following cortical KCl injection. Surprisingly, and in contrast with our data 552 

with 14C sucrose, we saw a robust increase in brainstem uptake of 3H-sumatriptan 1.5 hours 553 

post-KCl injection. This disparity between 14C-sucrose and 3H-sumatriptan in the brainstem may 554 

be explained by changes in active transport. While sucrose has no known endogenous 555 

transporter, sumatriptan has at least one putative transporter, the influx transporter organic 556 

anion-transporting polypeptide (OATP) 1A2 (rat Oatp1a4), although its role in transporting 557 

sumatriptan to the CNS has yet to be elucidated (Cheng et al. 2012). Furthermore, increases in 558 

the function and expression of Oatp1a4 have been observed at the BBB in response to 559 

inflammatory pain as well as hypoxia/reoxygenation stress (Ronaldson et al. 2011, Thompson et 560 

al. 2014). It has yet to be determined, however, whether migraine or other headache disorders 561 

produce similar changes in brainstem Oatp1a4/ OATP1A2. Further investigation is warranted, to 562 

determine the exact cause of increased sumatriptan uptake in the brainstem following cortical 563 

KCl injection. The observed increase in brainstem uptake of sumatriptan may represent an 564 

opportunity for triptans such as sumatriptan, which do not normally cross to the CNS in 565 

appreciable levels to exert a therapeutic effect in these relevant brainstem areas.  Therefore, 566 
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with the proper timing of dosing, these drugs may be able to achieve a greater therapeutic 567 

efficacy in the indicated migraine population with expanded use to secondary headache 568 

disorders. 569 

 Topiramate is an anti-epileptic which is also used as a migraine prophylactic. Topiramate 570 

functionally modulates voltage gated sodium and calcium channels, GABA receptor 571 

potentiation, and blockade of glutamatergic transmission (Akerman et al. 2005). Important to 572 

this study, a single application of topiramate has been shown to block CSD initiation (Akerman 573 

et al. 2005, Unekawa et al. 2012, Green et al. 2014).  We observed that topiramate 574 

pretreatment was not able to block KCl induced BBB leakiness. Additionally, periorbital allodynia 575 

was unaffected with topiramate pre-treatment.  Since topiramate therapy for migraine is often 576 

prophylactic to reduce migraine attack frequency and magnitude (Silberstein et al. 2004, 577 

Martelletti 2015, He et al. 2017, Silberstein 2017) and not abortive, it is possible that repeated 578 

administration of topiramate is required to have effects on periorbital allodynia in this model.  579 

Thus, present findings suggest that regulation of BBB integrity and nociception in response to a 580 

single KCl injection arise concurrently from separate, and likely complex, mechanisms. 581 

Concluding remarks 582 

Disorders resulting in primary and secondary headache production arise from distinct etiologies. 583 

Although their pathologies are varied, the development of CSD remains a common event 584 

among them (Olesen et al. 1990, Hadjikhani et al. 2001, Bolay et al. 2002, Dreier et al. 2006, 585 

Hartings et al. 2009, Zhang et al. 2010, Lauritzen et al. 2011, Woitzik et al. 2013, Chen et al. 586 

2016).  In already compromised tissue (i.e. in ischemic stroke), CSD has been demonstrated to 587 

facilitate neuronal death (Dreier et al. 2015) (Androulakis et al. 2016). Conversely, CSD 588 

occurring in otherwise “normal” tissue, such as in migraine with aura, is seen as relatively 589 

benign;  although it may contribute to an increased risk for stroke occurrence (Santos et al. 590 

2012).  Changes in BBB permeability have been shown in numerous disease states to further 591 
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contribute to CNS damage (Friedman et al. 2015).  On the other hand, transient disruptions in 592 

BBB permeability resulting from conditions such as migraine with aura/CSD may provide an 593 

opportunity to facilitate drug delivery to the CNS, potentially improving disease outcomes.  In 594 

conditions such as TBI and ischemic stroke, the integrity of the BBB is altered following injury 595 

(Prakash et al. 2015), although this loss of integrity is most often associated with trauma within 596 

the CNS rather than with CSD or headache.  597 

This study represents a novel, parallel observation of both nociceptive behavior and BBB 598 

changes in a minimally invasive model of CSD induction in awake, freely moving rats. Overall, 599 

the data presented here supports the proposition of increased BBB permeability and 600 

compromised integrity of the microvasculature in response to CSD. Furthermore, our studies 601 

suggest that these changes influence CNS uptake of the abortive ant-migraine agent, 602 

sumatriptan. The ability of drugs to penetrate the BBB remains the most significant obstacle in 603 

the development of drugs for disease with a CNS component. Previous reports have shown little 604 

to no CNS penetration of sumatriptan (Ahn et al. 2005). The data presented here, however, 605 

suggests an enhanced uptake of sumatriptan to the CNS following CSD and headache 606 

production that is temporally dependent, potentially leading to alterations in therapeutic efficacy. 607 

Therefore, this study highlights the importance of uncovering pathological regulation of BBB 608 

integrity, to facilitate development effective therapeutic regimens for CNS mediated pathologies. 609 

Based on these findings, further investigation is warranted to determine the precise 610 

mechanisms driving the BBB changes observed response to KCl induced CSD. 611 
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 1 

Group 
number of CSD 

events 
EEG percent 

decrease 
Frontal CSD amplitude 

decrease (mv) 
Parietal CSD amplitude 

decrease (mV) 
duration (s) 

KCl (1M) 9 64.39 ± 3.16 2.56 ± 0.53 2.11 ± 0.47 59.79 ± 5.84 
aCSF 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

Table 1: Summary of CSD parameters from rats given a cortical injection of either KCl (n=3) or 

aCSF (n=3). Rats given a cortical KCl injection experienced at least one CSD event within the 

recording period. Rats injected cortically with aCSF did not experience CSD. CSD was marked 

by a significant reduction in both the power and amplitude of the EEG tracings and was only 

considered as an event when 1) the AC current was reduced by half; 2) the DC current 

exhibited a downward shift by a minimum of 1mV; and 3) the duration was a minimum of 30 s.  

 



 

 1 

Treatment group Parameter Value 

naive Cortex- 14C sucrose RBR 1.68 ±0.32 % weight 
naive Cortex- [3H] sumatriptan 

RBR 
2.50 ± 0.29 % weight 

naive Brainstem-[3H] 

sumatriptan RBR 
2.13 ± 0.35 % weight 

Post-surgical baseline Facial Withdrawal 

threshold 

5.74 ± 0.47 grams (g) 

Cortical KCl (1M, 0.5 μl) Cortex- [14C] sucrose RBR 3.12 ± 0.13 % weight 
Cortical KCl (1M, 0.5 μl) Cortex- [3H] sumatriptan 

RBR 
3.76 ± 0.41 % weight 

Cortical KCl (1M, 0.5 μl) Brainstem-[3H] 

sumatriptan RBR 
4.03 ± 0.25 % weight 

Cortical KCl (1M, 0.5 μl) Facial Withdrawal 

threshold 
0.96 ± 0.22 grams (g)  

 

Table 2: Summary of values from significant effects of cortical KCl at the 1.5-hour time point 

compared to naïve values. For reference, statistically significant BBB leak and facial allodynia 

were also observed in Figs 1 and 2. 

 














